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Abstract: It has wide been completed that will increase of preliminary transportation infrastructure, additional pavements, and 
widened road, haven't been able to relieve town congestion. By mistreatment this system we tend to notice the speed of car, 
vehicle class detection, vehicle real time trailing on road, counts the quantity of car by mistreatment totally {different| completely 
different} machine learning formula during this paper we tend to square measure mistreatment different machine leaning 
techniques for building additional economical and correct traffic detection model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Vehicle detection and count the amount of car is extremely necessary to resolve tie up on highways. the most target Vehicle 
detection and count the amount of car on road in traffic video analyser project is to develop method for automatic vehicle detection 
and its hoping on highways.  
A system is to notice and count run time vehicles expeditiously. good visual police work for road vehicles could be a main part for 
developing autonomous good transportation systems. 
In the previous, the vehicle identification, segmentation forming and track the vehicle systems wont to predict the charge for various 
varieties of vehicles for automation toll challan system. Recently, vehicle identification system is employed to spot the vehicle or 
notice the traffic lanes or classified the sort of car category on highway main roads like cars, motorbikes, serious laded vehicles, 
buses. 
To higher interpret flow of traffic, Associate in nursing improved dependence on traffic police work is in a very want for a lot of 
vehicle detection at a huge-area. Dynamic detection of vehicles in video police work information could be a terribly day to day 
facing drawback in pc vision with necessary sensible applications, like traffic analysis and security. Vehicle detection and 
enumeration is vital in computing tie up on highways. the most goal Vehicle detection and enumeration in traffic video project is to 
develop methodology for automatic vehicle detection and its hoping on highways. A system has been developed to notice and count 
dynamic vehicles expeditiously.  
Intelligent visual police work for road vehicles could be a key part for developing autonomous intelligent transportation systems. 
police work and following vehicles in police work video that uses segmentation with initial background subtraction victimization 
morphological operator to work out salient regions in a very sequence of video frames. Edges area unit be enumeration that shows 
what percentage area unitas are of specific size then specific to automobile areas is find the points and enumeration the vehicles 
within the domain of traffic watching over highways.  
Automatic police work and following vehicles in video police work information could be a terribly difficult drawback in pc vision 
with necessary sensible applications, like traffic analysis and security. Video cameras area unit a comparatively cheap police work 
tool. Manually reviewing the massive quantity of information they generate is commonly impractical. the most contribution of this 
paper could be a comparison of 3 totally different machine learning algorithms (Naïve, neural networks, and support vector 
machines) for vehicle classification. 
Traffic management and data systems rely principally on sensors for estimating the traffic parameters. additionally to vehicle counts, 
a far larger set of traffic parameters like vehicle classifications, lane changes, etc., will be computed. Vehicle detection and 
enumeration uses one camera mounted sometimes on a pole or alternative tall structure, trying down on the traffic scene. The 
system needs solely the camera standardization parameters and direction of traffic for low-level formatting. 2 common themes 
related to following traffic movement and recognizing accident data from real time video sequences area unit 
1) The video data should be divided and become vehicles. 
2) The behavior of those vehicles area unit monitored (they area unit tracked) for immediate deciding functions. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
A. Gupte S., Masoud O., Martin R. F. K. and Papanikolopoulos N. P., proposed ―Detection and Classification Vehiclesǁ within 

the March, 2002, The presents algorithms for vision-based detection and classification of vehicles in monocular image 
sequences of traffic scenes recorded by a stationary camera. Processing is completed at three levels: raw images, region level, 
and vehicle level. Vehicles are modeled as rectangular patches with certain dynamic behavior. The proposed method is 
predicated on the establishment of correspondences between regions and vehicles, because the vehicles move through the image 
sequence. Experimental results from highway scenes are provided which demonstrate the effectiveness of the tactic. Briefly 
describe an interactive camera calibration tool that's developed for recovering the camera parameters using features within the 
image selected by the user.  

B. Toufiq P., Ahmed Egammal and Anurag Mittal, proposed ―A Framework for Feature Selection for Background Subtractionǁ, 
in 2006. Background subtraction may be a widely used paradigm to detect moving vehicles in video taken from a static camera 
and is employed for various important applications like video surveillance, human motion analysis, etc. Various statistical 
approaches have been proposed for modeling a given scene background. However, there's no theoretical framework for 
selecting which features to use to model different regions of the scene background. They introduce a completely unique 
framework for feature selection for background modeling and subtraction. A boosting algorithm, namely Real Boost, is 
employed to settle on the simplest combination of features at each pixel. Given the probability estimates from a pool of features 
calculated by Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) over a particular period of time, the algorithm selects the foremost useful ones to 
discriminate foreground vehicles from the scene background. The results show that the proposed framework successfully 
selects appropriate features for various parts of the image.                                                                 

III. COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES 
In this section, the three machine learning algorithms considered during this paper along side their parameters are briefly introduced. 
A. Neural Networks In the neural network (NN) classifier, an equivalent sigmoid function is employed. The network itself has three 
layers. The input layer has six units (five features and therefore the intercept term).The output layer has three units (LMV1, LMV2, 
HMV). The hidden layer has 25 units. The neuron weights were initialized randomly and therefore the back-propagation algorithm 
was wont to calculate gradient values for each learning iteration. As for the LR, the value function was used for the NN classifiers 
well.in traffic area by using this we manage the traffic  

                        
Fig 1.Neural network 

The construction of the MLP-BP neural network is by putting layers of non-linear elements to make complex hypotheses. Each node 
takes a component of a feature vector. The structure of the ANN consists of three layers feed-forward neural network as shown in 
Fig. Nodes labelled푥2 ……푥3 are wont to represent the input feature vectors to the ANN. Hidden inner nodes 푎2 ……푎3 structure 
the hidden layer with an output layer of 푦2 푎푛푑 푦7 nodes denoting different output classes(Tor and Non Tor). The interconnection 
between the nodes is related to scalar weights with an initial weight assigned to the connection. During training, the weights are 
adjusted. Evaluating the hypotheses is completed by setting the input modes in a feed-back process and therefore the values are 
propagated through the network to the output. At this stage the gradient descent is employed so as to push the error within the output 
node back through the network by a back propagation process so as to estimate the error in the hidden nodes. The gradient of the 
value – function is then calculated . 
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A. SVM 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) may be a machine learning algorithmthat learns to classify data using pointslabelled training 
examplesfalling into one or two classes. The SVM algorithm builds amodel which will predict if a replacement example falls into 
one category or the opposite . The model is made by constructing 푘Modelsof SVM, where 푘denotes the amount of classes (Tor 
andNonTor). 푥2 푎푛푑푦7 SVM represented as 푙th SVM is trained withall the examples within the 푙th class labelled 1 and therefore the 
other labelled 0.Where,푥' ∈푅; , 푦' ∈ {1,0} , 푖 = 1…. .푁and푦' ∈ {1……푘} 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This paper bestowed a comparison of 3 totally different machine learning techniques. The planned system to be developed to sight 
and count dynamic vehicles on highways with efficiency victimisation best feature algorithmic rule for higher result. The system 
effectively combines easy domain data regarding vehicle categories with time domain applied math measures to spot target vehicles 
within the presence of partial occlusions and ambiguous poses, and therefore the background litter is effectively rejected.  
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